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As a concept, “religion” is something of a clockwork orange—this being the novelist 
Anthony Burgess’ term for an ontologically crossed object, part natural, part artifact. For, in 
the aggregated assertions of scholarship, religion appears, on the one hand, as something ap-
parently natural, hence transhistorical and universal, and on the other, as a thing fabricated, 
contingent, and so conditioned by history. If the former position has become increasingly 
associated with the cognitive science of religion, the latter has been much explored within 
religious studies and kindred disciplines. Here, in the work of scholars such as Talal Asad, 
Peter Harrison, and Daniel Dubuisson, “religion,” as a particular Euro-American term 
with universalizing pretensions, has been variously delimited, deconstructed, and otherwise 
historicized. 
Now, it comes as no surprise that a book which twins “religion” with “invention” in its 
title should conform to this latter line of inquiry, and, indeed, it is part of Jason Josephson’s 
case that “religion” in Japan is a historically confected category. But he advances the argu-
ment considerably further, by demonstrating the extent to which this concept of religion was 
not simply an imperial export or a Western invention, but was just as much a category devised 
by Japanese translators and legislators engaged in diplomatic negotiations and exchanges 
with various Western powers from the 1850s onwards. Thus, Josephson’s account nicely 
complicates the influential picture in religious studies (associated, for example, with Timothy 
Fitzgerald), according to which Euro-American “religion” was a potted and portable, all-
conquering concept, which, once planted in foreign territories, was something very like the 
jar in the poem by Wallace Stevens, that took its “dominion everywhere.” Josephson crucially 
adds to this picture the agency of the Japanese themselves and the translingual tactics they 
deployed in formulating a politically expedient concept of religion, so that, for them—in the 
terms of Gaurav Desai—invention was simultaneously a means of intervention. 
But if “religion” in Japan was no mere Euro-American invention, Josephson also aims 
to dispute the idea that the Japanese possessed any concept similar to it prior to the modern 
period. The claim that there was just such a concept has been made by Michael Pye, with 
much subsequent support from Ian Reader. In short, Pye maintains that, already by the mid-
eighteenth century, the term shūkyō —a compound with a Buddhist pedigree, and now 
the standard Japanese translation for “religion”—had come to mean something comparable 
to “our” concept. As Reader (2004) puts it, “If Pye is correct, the concept was there already.” 
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But Josephson categorically demolishes this argument, and shows how, in effect, premodern 
Japan, with respect to the idea of religion, was like Gertrude Stein’s much-quoted Oakland, 
in that there was “no there there.” What was there instead was a congeries of kami cults and 
Buddhist institutions which offered sufficient, and sophisticated, conceptual affordances so 
that, from the mid-sixteenth century, when the Japanese first encountered the Jesuits, they 
had an already available vocabulary of heresy with which to make sense of them. Put simply, 
the Christians were bad Buddhists. 
Documenting these early encounters, Josephson compares the comparisons made, 
respectively, by the Europeans and the Japanese, and he skillfully sets out their often elaborate 
strategies for mediating difference, the discursive means deployed either to accommodate 
alterity or else to expel menacing resemblances. It was a consequence of this latter strategy that 
Christianity came to be seen as a kind of infernal imitation of Buddhist cult, a dangerous and 
barbarous dharma. Of this conflict of interpretations, Josephson remarks that the Europeans 
and the Japanese were drawing on “the same ‘data’” for divergent purposes (p. 45). But argu-
ably, his own finely calibrated account itself demonstrates that even the “data” differed, in so 
far as both sides had different conceptions of what it was that counted as evidence.
Systematic attempts by the Japanese to get to conceptual grips with “religion” really 
begin in the late 1850s, during the treaty negotiations with America and the Netherlands, 
among others. As Josephson argues, astutely realizing that, for the West, politics was the 
continuation of religion by other means, in translating “religion” the Japanese sought 
to contain it, along with its Christianizing effects. What emerges from this is the extent 
to which religion—far more than a mere scholarly construct—has crucial juridical and 
geopolitical dimensions. But equally, in documenting the Japanese genesis of the concept, 
Josephson persuasively shows that the eventual emergence of the term shūkyō as the stron-
gest semantic candidate was anything but straightforward, as Shimazono Susumu (2004, 
p. 191) has rather hastily asserted. It was, rather, the outcome of much rhetorical jostling, as 
comes across strongly, for example, from Josephson’s close reading of arguments made in the 
journal of the Meiji Six Society. Furthermore, as he sets forth in a quite dazzling chapter, all 
the while religion was being slowly reified and codified, Shinto, another emergent category 
in this period, was, in the work of kokugaku scholars such as Ōkuni Takamasa, being lined 
up on the side of science, to produce a kind of techno-Shinto, that would empower the 
modern Meiji state.
Josephson’s book is a highly insightful and ingenious application of the constructivist 
approach to religion—the method of reverse-engineering the clockwork that makes the 
concept tick in particular historical and cultural cases. But some in religious studies are 
still uneasy. Gavin Flood has recently contended, for example, that just because a concept is 
cultural, it does not necessarily follow that “categories are simply constructed.” They might 
instead be “discovered or revealed through a discourse” (Flood 2012, p. 13). Construction, 
however, is not always a simple affair and—to say nothing of revelation as a mode of 
disclosure—the trouble with “discovery” is the implication that the thing discovered was 
somehow there all along, prior to its finding. As Charles Taylor observes, “The element 
of ‘discovery’ seems unchallengeable, because the underlying construction is pushed out 
of sight and forgotten” (2007, p. 571). By putting the stress on invention, Josephson fore-
grounds this backstage business of making, and in doing so, he demonstrates, to brilliant 
effect, the novelty and power of the products that resulted.
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If, as the anthropologist Marilyn Strathern (2002, p. xv) has suggested, the measure of 
a well-made intellectual invention is the extent to which it allows others to “invent around” 
it, then Josephson’s book will no doubt be generating further exciting inventions for some 
time to come.
Reviewed by Philip Swift
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